
TThe publication Best 100 Hotels and Ryokan 

Selected by Hospitality Pros ranks hotels and 

ryokan based on votes cast by domestic 

Japanese travel agencies, and there is one inn 

among those in the Wakura hot spring area in 

Ishikawa Prefecture which has won the highest 

overall ranking for the past thirty consecutive 

years since 1981. That establishment is Kagaya, 

a large, long-established ryokan with 232 suites 

founded in 1906. 

“Among hotels, the Ritz-Carlton is famous 

for its hospitality,” says Masao Torimoto, man-

aging director of Kagaya. “At hotels, though, 

the several employees serve guests in their own 

special capacity as porter, concierge or maid. 

At ryokan, by contrast, one female employee 

known as a kyakushitsu-gakari, or suite atten-

dant, is assigned to the guests occupying a suite 

and provides all the services they require dur-

ing the length of their stay. We go to great 

lengths in this regard.”

W h e n 

showing guests 

to their room, 

for example, 

the suite atten-

dant takes note 

of each guest’s 

body size and 

prepares ex-

actly the right 

sized yukata robes for each. In making small 

talk about the foods of the season or the local 

sights, she will casually discover the guests’ 

preferences or their schedule for the next day 

so she can determine any way she might en-

hance their convenience. If they are celebrating 

a special occasion, such as a wedding anniver-

sary or birthday, the attendant might bring a 

small gift or contact the kitchen to order a spe-

cial treat. In the case of foreign guests, she may 

increase portion sizes at meals or vary the con-

diments to suit the customs of the guests’ home 

country. Kagaya’s method involves attentive-

ness and consideration rather than surprise. 

“The attendant doesn’t need permission 

from her superiors to provide special ser-

vices,” says Torimoto. “She’s the one in direct 

contact with guests, so she’s in the best posi-

tion to determine their needs. Everything is 

left to her judgment.”

There is, of course, a manual. Over the 

course of a month after joining Kagaya, employ-

ees are given extensive training on such things 

as how deeply to bow and how to prepare tea. 

“But all that only delivers a ‘C’ grade, even if 

performed to the letter. Precision is essential, 

of course, but it’s the education of the heart 

that’s most important. Someone who’s unable 

to empathize with another person can’t work as 

a suite attendant. Hospitality begins from a sin-

cere heart.”

Ryokan Comforts
The Kagaya spa and ryokan inn in Ishikawa Prefecture is one of the most famous in all Japan, 

renowned in particular for its outstanding hospitality. Yoko Matsui discovers the inn’s secrets.
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Suite attendants at Kagaya line 
up to welcome their guests.
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About thirty years ago, Kagaya adopted a 

robotic food tray conveyance system so each 

suite attendant could devote more time to serv-

ing guests. At Japanese ryokan, food is not 

served in a dining room but in the suites where 

the guests sleep. Their attendant explains the 

menu, acts as waitress and takes guests’ orders 

for drinks or additional food. After meals, she 

removes the trays and lays out futon, or 

Japanese-style bedding. 

“For the evening meal, Kagaya serves kai-

seki ryori, which is a set meal with many dishes 

served on a tray. Serving dishes such as broiled 

fish or deep-fried foods while they’re still hot 

meant that dishes had to be carried back and 

forth three to four times. This was an immense 

burden for attendants before the process was 

automated. That made it possible to increase 

the time attendants could spend serving 

guests, and we believe it enhanced the quality 

of our hospitality.”

In order to improve service even further, 

Kagaya has made increasing use of information 

technology in its accounting and other office 

processing with a view to increasing the effi-

ciency of operations hidden from the eyes of 

guests. Kagaya also established a childcare 

center near the ryokan in 1986 so employees 

could work with peace of mind while caring for 

their children. 

“A suite attendant’s working hours extend 

from the afternoon that guests check in through 

the morning they check out the following day,” 

says Torimoto. “This overlaps the time when 

children are at home. If an attendant is worried 

about her children, she can’t present a sincere 

smile when interacting with guests.”

The “best hospitality in Japan” has been re-

alized through a philosophy whereby the whole 

company supports the suite attendant, who is 

the face of Kagaya. Torimoto nevertheless says 

Kagaya must be ready to consider varying its 

present service style.

“Lifestyles popular among Japanese change, 

and it doesn’t follow that guests will always want 

the same traditional ryokan hospitality,” explains 

Torimoto. “The means of conveying hospitality 

may change, even if people’s hearts don’t.”

What, then, is the heart of Kagaya?

“A ryokan is like a home, you know. We’re 

always thinking about how we can make guests 

feel more comfortable when they visit our 

home. The company creates an environment in 

which all employees can work easily, including 

the suite attendants. The employees, for their 

part, perform their jobs to make a better and 

better company. I think our faithfulness to this 

company spirit has been a factor in creating 

Kagaya’s strong reputation.”

As suite attendants discover new ways to 

serve in the course of their day-to-day contact 

with guests, Kagaya’s hospitality will continue 

to evolve.

Yoko Matsui is a freelance writer.
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This luxury suite in Kagaya combines Japanese-style 
sophistication including arts, crafts and a garden with 
western-style comfort in the lounge and bedroom.
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